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A B S T R A C T   

Three polymers with general structure (D-A)n were designed and synthetized to investigate the interaction of 
strong donors and strong acceptors in polymer chain. They are based on different fused thiophenes (1Th: 4,4′-bis 
(2-ethylhexyl)-cyclopenta [2,1-b:3,4-b’]dithiophene; 2Th: 4,8-bis [(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]benzo [1,2-b:4,5-b’] 
dithiophene; 3Th: 4,8-bis(4-fluoro-5-(2-ethylhexyl)-thiophen-2-yl)benzo [1,2-b:4,5-b’]bisthiophene) and N,N′- 
bis(2-ethylhexyl)-1,8:4,5-naphthalenetetracarboxdiimide (NDI). Fused benzo- and cyclopenta-thiophene de-
rivatives were selected because they are known for their strong electron-donating properties. NDI was coupled 
with them in polymer chain because it is one of the best known electron withdrawing units. Such combination of 
donor and acceptor units is one of the strategies for obtaining low band gap conjugated polymers with semi-
conducting properties for many applications. The interaction of donors and acceptors is a key factor determining 
the properties of such polymers. The electrochemical and spectroscopic measurement were supported by DFT 
calculations. Moreover, organic field effect transistors (OFET) were fabricated to demonstrate the feasibility of 
using the newly developed materials in electronic devices.   

1. Introduction 

We are in an era of growing interest in semiconductors. One of the 
paths that is currently being chosen for development of semiconductors 
are n-type organic materials [1,2]. There are much less such materials 
compared to p-type organic semiconductors. This is because most of 
these types of materials in the n-doped state spontaneously react with 
oxygen, leading to rapid degradation of the properties of these types of 
materials. The next type includes semiconductors of mixed ambipolar 
nature. Ambipolar semiconductors are promising candidates for organic 
field effect transistors (OFET) as component of compact organic com-
plementary circuits [3]. In this case, one of the limiting factors is the 
correct balance of ambipolar hole and electron mobility [4]. In the case 

of donor-acceptor (D-A) polymers, we have complex relationships be-
tween structure and properties that determine a given type of conduc-
tivity [5–7]. Understanding the relationship between the structure of the 
D-A polymer and its properties is key to the further development of this 
type of materials. 

Naphthalene diimides (NDI) are considered to be one of the most 
stable electron-withdrawing units [8]. One of the factors that influence 
its stabilization in ambient conditions is the energy of the LUMO level. 
Accordingly, the radical anions of some derivatives show good stability 
in the ambient air atmosphere [9,10]. Such properties in combination 
with good electrical conductivity of solid films with extended π-stacks 
make this material potentially interesting for the production of air stable 
n-type organic semiconductors [11,12]. Among the various NDI 
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derivatives, we distinguish low molecular weight derivatives and poly-
mers. Both groups of compounds have certain advantages and disad-
vantages. However, due to their good mechanical properties, polymeric 
derivatives may be more suitable. In the case of optoelectronic appli-
cations such properties as solution deposition, film-forming, flexibility 
and good semiconductor properties are crucial [13,14]. The analysis of 
different studies indicates the key role of π-units located between NDI 
units on the properties of synthesized polymers [15–17]. The analysis of 
various NDI polymers indicates their wide application possibilities. 
NDI-based polymers have so far been used in OFETs [18–20] and their 
various derivatives, e.g. sensors, as acceptors in organic solar cells [21], 
n-type layers in perovskites [21], and many others. 

Polythiophenes are particularly often used as building blocks of 
many conjugated materials. This is related to their electronic properties. 
In particular, it is worth mentioning the possibilities of controlling the 
electrical conductivity of many of their derivatives [22]. Commonly, 
polythiophenes are known to be p-type conductive [23]. However, their 
amphoteric properties are also known. Currently, the main strategy for 
shaping the electronic properties of conjugated polymers involves the 
design of the pi-conjugated backbone structure by mixing electron-rich 
and electron-deficient units. Alternating arrangement of 
electron-donating and electron-accepting units results in strong inter-
action between these units which in turn leads to a significant change in 
properties. Wide possibility of modelling these properties is the main 
advantage of donor-acceptor type of organic semiconductors. Such 
factors as bond-length, planarity, resonance energy, substituents effects, 
π-conjugation length, and its structure, intermolecular interactions can 
be controlled [24]. This may be particularly useful when combined 
thiophenes with different strong acceptors to obtain new n-type poly-
meric semiconductors [23,25,26]. In the case of planar structures based 
on thiophenes, this leads to the possibility of using them in n-type OFETs 
[27–29]. 

Cyclopentadithiophene is known strong electron-donating units 
which can be used to produce conductive polymers [30]. Thanks to its 
planar structure, it can effectively increase the coupling length resulting 
in low bandgap semiconducting materials with high hole mobility [31]. 
In combination with acceptor units, it may also have an ambipolar 
character [32]. Benzodithiophene is another example of thiophene fused 
derivative used to obtain semiconducting polymers [33]. In their case, 
we see a particularly promising use in organic solar cells [34]. 

In this work, we present three polymers with three different fused 
thiophenes acting as electron donors and NDI units acting as electron 
acceptors (Fig. 1). We show that the use of this type of materials can lead 
to modification of semiconducting properties. These differences can 

affect optical, electrochemical and semiconductor properties in different 
ways. Moreover, we fabricated and characterized bottom-gated organic 
field effect transistors (OFET) to demonstrate the feasibility of using the 
newly developed materials in electronic devices and also to determine 
their charge transport mobilities. OFETs using (1Th-NDI)n and (3Th- 
NDI)n best performed when tested under VDS = +40 V (N-type channel) 
and showed ambipolar character. When tested under VDS = − 40 V (P- 
type channel) the devices showed N-type character. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Synthesis 

The polymers with different fused thiophene 1Th, 2Th, 3Th and 
naphthalene diimide NDI were synthesized using typical Stille coupling 
reactions. All reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, TCI, Acros 
Organics and Ossila. The reaction scheme and synthesis details are 
provided in supporting information. 

2.2. Characterization 

Molecular weight and dispersities (Ð) were determined by GPC 
measurement using Agilent 1260 Infinity series equipped with a dif-
ferential refractometer MDS RI Detector. Measurements were carried 
out in HPLC grade CH5Cl as a solvent with a flow rate of 0.8 ml/min at 
45 ◦C, calibrated using linear polystyrene standards (580–1 390 000 g/ 
mol). Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out using TGA 
8000 thermogravimetric analyzer. 

Cyclic voltammetry was performed on Autolab PGSTAT 100 N 
potentiostat in three electrode cell, with platinum wire as working 
electrode and platinum spiral as counter electrode. A silver wire was 
used as a pseudo-reference electrode. Potential was measured against 
ferrocene used as internal standard. Cyclic voltammetry experiments of 
1 mg/ml solutions of each polymer were carried out in 0.1 M Bu4NPF6 
(TCI) in DCM (Purechem) as supporting electrolyte, at a potential scan 
rate of 0.1 V/s. Cyclic voltammetry of polymer films was carried out in 
0.1 M Bu4NPF6 (TCI) in ACN (99.8 % Sigma Aldrich, HPLC grade) 
supporting electrolyte, at a potential scan rate of 0.1 V/s 1 mg mL− 1 

polymers solution were drop coated on Pt disc electrode at 40 ◦C. 
Electrolyte solutions were degassed with argon prior to measurement. 

UV–Vis spectra measurements were performed using PerkinElmer 
UV–Vis–NIR Lambda 1050 spectrometer. Absorption of polymers was 
measured in solution and in films. 0.01 mg mL− 1 solution of polymers in 
DCM (Pure chem) were used. 1 mg mL− 1 DCM solution of polymers were 

n nn

Fig. 1. Structure of (1Th-NDI)n, (2Th-NDI)n, (3Th-NDI)n polymers.  
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spin coated on glass surface. 
The X-Ray diffraction experiments were realized with the X’Pert- 

PRO (PANalytical) diffractometer system using the linear mono-
chromatic CuKα1 beam (λ = 1.5405 Å), with an applied power of 
1.2kVA. The scans were performed in continuous mode from 2◦ to 30◦

(2θ angle) and the diffracted radiation collected with the X’Celerator 
detector. Drop-casting films were prepared with (1Th-NDI) n, (2Th- 
NDI) n and (3Th-NDI) n. 

2.3. Devices 

OFETs were fabricated using the following structure: Si++/SiO2 
(300 nm) substrates (purchased from Active Business Company GmbH) 
were pre cleaned in IPA and Acetone (ultrasonic bath 15 min each); 
PMMA (SigmaAldrich; Mw ~ 120 k) layer were spin-coated from 
toluene solution (10 mg/ml in toluene) using the parameters: 2000 rpm; 
15000 rpm/s; 30s and annealed for 20 min annealing at 100 ◦C to 
remove the solvent. Then, polymers were spin-coated from Chloroben-
zene solutions (~10 mg/ml) using the parameters: 2000 rpm; 15000 
rpm/s; 30s and annealed for 20 min at 100 ◦C. Finally, Gold (50 nm) was 
thermally evaporated (chamber at 10− 6 mbar). Device channel 
dimension was: width 3 mm x length 50 μm. The electrical performance 
of the devices was characterized using a Keysight B1500A Semi-
conductor device analyzer and probe station. All devices were tested 
inside a nitrogen glovebox. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Synthesis and characterization 

All polymers were synthetized using a typical Stille coupling. GPC 
results and the thermal properties of polymers are summarised in 
Table 1. GPC measurement reveals that polymers with number-average 
molar mass Mn ranging from 22.67 kDa to 55.07 kDa were obtained. 

A multimodal molecular weight distribution is evident for (2Th- 
NDI)n as illustrated in Fig. 2. Thish distribution can significantly impact 
the performance of conjugated polymer films, especially the fraction 
with lower molecular weight. The synthesis of this polymer was 
repeated twice more using new batches of monomers. Batch 2 was 
further subdivided into two parts 2a and 2b to assess the infuance of 
purification via Soxlet extraction on the multimodal molecular weight 
distribution and dispersibility (Đ). DCM was used because it is often 
used to elute oligomers. In batch 2a, Soxhlet extraction involved 
methanol, acetone, and hexane, while in batch 2b, DCM extraction was 
additionally employed. The DCM extraction of oligomers was termi-
nated after 24 h when no further coloration of the solvent was observed. 
Comparison of the GPC profiles of batches 2a and 2b reveals that DCM 
employment led to higher Mn and lower Đ. However, as depicted in 
Fig. S5-2a and Fig. S5-2b, the fraction with the lowest mass fraction (Mn 
approx. 7 kDa) remains present in the polymer. Batch 3 replicated the 
entire procedure of batch 2b, resulting in a polymer with only minor 
deviations in Mn and Đ, along with a similar content of lower mass 
fractions compared to batch 2b. This behaviour can be attributed to the 
robust π-π interaction between adjacent chains, hindering the complete 
removal of polymer chains with lower mass. Confirmation of π-π inter-
action in the solid-state is supported by UV–vis spectra, as described in 
the Optical Properties section. Additionally, XRD measurements on 
polymer films confirmed the ordering of (2Th-NDI)n, as discussed in the 
X-ray Diffraction section. 

As indicated by the values of the thermal decomposition tempera-
tures (Td5%), all polymers exhibit excellent thermal stability, ranging 
from 374 to 444 ◦C. DSC measurements do not reveal any pronounced 
thermal transitions. This characteristic is common in polymers with an 
extensive donor-acceptor structure. 

3.2. Electrochemical properties 

Electronic structure, electronic band gap (Eg), highest occupied 
molecular orbital (HOMO), lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 
(LUMO), electric conductivity are among the most important properties 

Table 1 
Basic properties of polymers.  

Polymer Mn Đ Td5% 

[kDa]  ◦C 

(1Th-NDI)n 22.67 2.36 444 

(2Th-NDI)n batch 1* 22.74 3.23 376 
(2Th-NDI)n batch 2a 26.51 3.33  
(2Th-NDI)n batch 2b 31.77 2.48  
(2Th-NDI)n batch 3 32.96 2.21  

(3Th-NDI)n 55.07 2.81 374 

Mn - number average molecular weight; Đ - dispersity index; Td5% - the thermal 
decomposition temperature; * different purification procedures and batch of 
monomer: batch 1 and batch 2a without Soxlet extraction using DCM; batch 2b 
and batch 3 with Soxlet extraction using DCM. 

Fig. 2. GPC curves for (1Th-NDI)n, (2Th-NDI)n from batch 1, (3Th-NDI)n. Full 
GPC curves are provided in SI. 

Fig. 3. Cyclic Voltammetry of polymers deposited on Pt plate recorded in 0.1 M 
Bu4NPF6/ACN electrolyte. 
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of organic semiconductors [35]. Electrochemical properties were 
determined using cyclic voltammetry measurements of polymer solu-
tions and layers. CV of spin-coated polymer films are shown in Fig. 3. 
Electrochemical properties are summarised in Table 2. Significant dif-
ferences in the properties of the tested polymers can be observed in the 
CV during oxidation. CV shows a clear first oxidation redox pair peak for 
polymers (1Th-NDI)n and (3Th-NDI)n. For polymer (2Th-NDI)n, there 
is only a slight increase in current, which may indicate the oxidation of 
the polymer layer located directly on the surface of the platinum elec-
trode. These differences clearly indicate that in the cases of (1Th-NDI)n 
and (3Th-NDI)n, the transport of positive charges and then oxidation of 
polymers away from the electrode occurs more easily than in the case of 
polymer (2Th-NDI)n. 

The beginning of the oxidation and reduction potential is related to 
the electronic properties of the tested polymers. The onset oxidation 
potential (Eonset ox) is closely related to the energy of the HOMO orbital, 
while the onset reduction potential (Eonset red) is related to the energy of 
the LUMO orbital. Significant differences in oxidation onset potentials 
are observed. The oxidation of (1Th-NDI)n and (2Th-NDI)n starts at 
0.65 and 0.68 V, respectively, while for (3Th-NDI)n, it begins at 0.91 V. 
Similar dependencies are observed for reduction potentials. The reduc-
tion onset potential for (1Th-NDI)n and (2Th-NDI)n is − 0.93 and − 0.95 
V, respectively, while for (3Th-NDI)n, it is − 0.73 V. This effect can be 
attributed to the electron-withdrawing nature of fluorine substituents in 
(3Th-NDI)n. Electrochemical energy gap (ΔEgel) show clear differences 
depending on the fused thiophene used. (1Th-NDI)n has a smaller ΔEgel 
than the other two. This is mainly due to the lower ionization potential, 
which is related to the increased energy of the HOMO orbital. This is also 
confirmed by DFT calculations which are presented in the following 
sections. 

3.3. Optical properties 

Fig. 4 presents the UV-VIS absorption spectra of the synthesized 
polymers in both CHCl3 solution and the solid state. In all instances, a 
bathochromic shift is evident when comparing the solid layers to the 
solutions. This phenomenon is likely attributed to aggregation and 
strong interactions between polymer chains. π-Stacking, a phenomenon 
with a profound impact, influences various properties of NDI-based 
molecules, including electrical conductivity, redox stability, photo-
luminescence, and absorption range [36–39]. 

All spectra exhibit a complex structure. The spectra in the ultraviolet 
range display typical transitions characteristic of fused molecules, such 
as NDI. In the case of (1Th-NDI)n, a strong absorption peak is observed 
in the visible and near-infrared parts of the spectrum, while the ab-
sorption in the visible range is weaker for (2Th-NDI)n and (3Th-NDI)n. 
These properties are explained by DFT calculations. Calculations clearly 
indicate that the reason is the difference overlapping between the 
HOMO and LUMO orbitals. In the case of compounds (2Th-NDI)n and 
(3Th-NDI)n, there is a strong separation of these orbitals, while for 
(1Th-NDI)n there is partial overlap of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals. 

3.4. DFT calculations 

To better understand the effect of different thiophene units, DFT 
calculations were performed. The calculations used the exchange hybrid 
correlation of the B3LYP functional and the 6-311 + G** basis for all 
atoms. The calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 16 program 
[40]. Simulated geometries of obtained compounds were optimized in a 
vacuum. To simplify calculations, methyl units were used in the com-
pound structures instead of aliphatic chains. Based on the optimized 
geometries, molecular frontier orbitals were calculated in acetonitrile 
for both the monomer and the oligomers. The values of HOMOs, and 
LUMOs, and band gaps (Eg) are summarised in Table 3. 

Contour plots of HOMO and LUMO for dimers are collected in 
Table 4. In the case of monomers (2Th-NDI)2 and (3Th-NDI)2, a clear 
division between the HOMO and LUMO positions is visible. In each case, 
the HOMO orbital includes substituents with thiophene fragments, 
while the LUMO is located on NDI. Similarly for monomers (2Th-NDI)2 
and (3Th-NDI)2, these orbitals are localised on a selected molecule 
fragment: HOMO on fused thiophene moieties and LUMO on NDI moi-
eties (Table S1). 

The resulting HOMO and LUMO orbitals for the monomer (1Th- 
NDI)1, dimer (1Th-NDI)2, and trimer (1Th-NDI)3 are depicted in Fig. 5. 

Table 2 
Electrochemical and optical properties of polymers.  

Polymer Eonset red 
film 

Eonset ox 
film 

EA IP λCHCl3 λsolid ΔEgel ΔEgop CHCl3 ΔEgop solid 

[V] [V] [eV] [eV] [nm] [nm] [eV] [eV] [eV] 

(1Th-NDI)n − 0.93 0.65 4.35 5.75 850 917 1.58 1.46 1.35 
(2Th-NDI)n − 0.95 0.68 4.15 5.78 767 804 1.63 1.62 1.54 
(3Th-NDI)n − 0.73 0.91 4.13 6.01 703 775 1.64 1.76 1.60 

Eonset red - reduction onset potential, Eonset ox – oxidation onset potential, IP = |e− |(5.1+Eox onset), bEA = |e− |(5.1+Ered onset), bΔEgel = IP-EA. 

Fig. 4. UV–Vis–NIR spectra of polymers in CHCl3 solution 0.01 mg/ml and 
solid films. 

Table 3 
HOMO and LUMO energies and band gaps (Eg).  

compound HOMO [eV] LUMO [eV] Eg [eV] 

(1Th-NDI)1 − 5.62 − 3.63 1.98 
(1Th-NDI)2 − 5.49 − 3.71 1.78 
(1Th-NDI)3 − 5.44 − 3.74 1.70 
(2Th-NDI)1 − 5.77 − 3.71 2.06 
(2Th-NDI)2 − 5.78 − 3.76 2.02 
(3Th-NDI)1 − 5.84 − 3.71 2.13 
(3Th-NDI)2 − 5.84 − 3.76 2.08  
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In the case of this (1Th-NDI)n series of compounds the HOMO orbital is 
delocalized not only on 1Th units but also on NDI units, which may 
facilitate energy transfer. This effect clearly affects the HOMO energy 
and Eg values. Simultaneously, overlapping of HOMO and LUMO affects 
the absorption of light in the Vis and NIR range (Fig. 4). The intense 
absorption in the VIS-NIR range observed for (1Th-NDI)n is attributed to 
a greater overlap between the HOMO and LUMO orbitals compared to 
polymers (2Th-NDI)n and (3Th-NDI)n. 

The energy gap values are in the order (1Th-NDI)2 (1.78 eV) < (2Th- 
NDI)2 (2.02 eV) < (3Th-NDI)2 (2.08 eV). The calculation results are 
consistent with the experimental results obtained for UV measurements 
and cyclic voltammetry. Electrochemical and optical energy gaps (ΔEgel 
and ΔEgop) using different methods show the same trend. 

The angles between NDI and Th were also analysed for all monomers 
(Table S2). These compounds do not show significant differences in 

these parameters. However, the tendency of the angle deviation is (1Th- 
NDI)2 (115.48◦) < (3Th-NDI)2 (115.76◦) < (2Th-NDI)2 (115.82◦). 

3.5. X-ray diffraction 

XRD experiments were carried out to investigate the polymer 
structure of (1Th-NDI)n, (2Th-NDI)n and (3Th-NDI)n. The films 
exhibited a diffraction peak at low angle region, corresponding to the 
lamellar packing distance, with a broad halo around 22◦ (approx. 4.2 Å) 
related to the liquid-like order of the lateral aliphatic chains (Fig. 6). The 
lamellar packing distance is larger for (3Th-NDI)n, 19.1 Å, which is 
consistent with the additional lateral groups of this molecule. The full 
width at half maximum (FWHM) indicates the order of crystallinity of 
the polymeric films. As smaller FWHM, more intense is the peak, and 
consequently, more organized are the molecules in the film. The values 

Table 4 
Graphical representations of HOMO and LUMO contours, calculated at B3LYP/6-311 + G** level of theory.  

compound HOMO LUMO 

(1Th-NDI)2 

(2Th-NDI)2 

(3Th-NDI)2 

Fig. 5. Energy-level diagram representing the selected highest occupied and 
lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals for compounds (1Th-NDI)1, (1Th-NDI)2, 
(1Th-NDI)3. Fig. 6. XRD spectra of polymer films.  
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show that (2Th-NDI)n is the most organized. Table 5 displays the ob-
tained parameters. 

3.6. OFETs 

To investigate the electrical properties of the different materials, 
bottom-gated OFET devices were fabricated and characterized under an 
inert atmosphere (Fig. 7a). Device structures were as follows: Si++/ 
SiO2 (300 nm) substrates/polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)/Polymer/ 
Gold (50 nm), where Si++ acts as substrate and gate electrode, SiO2 as 
dielectric, PMMA as smooth layer to ensure the quality of the semi-
conductor/dielectric interface, polymers as semiconductor layer and 
gold electrodes as source and drain. 

Transfer characteristics were obtained in the saturation region by 
keeping VDS constant at +40 V (gate-to-source voltage (VGS) sweeping 
between − 20 V and +40 V – Fig. 7b) as well as at VDS constant of − 40 V 
(VGS sweeping between − 40 V and 20 V– Fig. 7c) to acquire device 
performance under N-type channel and P-type channel, respectively. In 
both cases, 0.5 V VGS interval were used. 

The electrical parameters of the OFET, namely saturation hole 
mobility (μsat) and threshold voltage (VTH) are shown in Table 6 for 
(3Th-NDI)n and (1Th-NDI)n (see SI11 for fitting). Devices produced 
with (2Th-NDI)n worked at very low currents and were not satisfactory 
devices (See SI12). We used the standard Equation (1) to calculate μsat. 

μsat =
2L

WCi

(
∂

̅̅̅̅̅̅
Ids

√

∂Vgs

)2

(1)  

where μsat is the charge carrier mobility, L and W are the length and 
width of the accumulation channel, Ci is the gate capacitance per unit 
area of the dielectric layer. μ is obtained by taking the partial derivative 
of 

̅̅̅̅̅̅
IDS

√
with respect to VGS. Vth can be extracted through extrapolation of 

the linear region of the square root of drain current 
̅̅̅̅̅̅
IDS

√
. 

(1Th-NDI)n and (3Th-NDI)n OFETs best performed when tested 
under VDS = +40 V (N-type channel) with low threshold voltage ((3Th- 
NDI)n = − 1.3 V; (1Th-NDI)n = 0.44 V) and ambipolar character. The 
carrier mobilities under this testing condition were calculated to be 
(3Th-NDI)n = 1.18 × 10− 5 cm2/Vs; (1Th-NDI)n = 6.81 × 10− 6 5 cm2/ 
Vs. Ambipolar behaviour are attractive in the field of low-cost and 

flexible electronics, as it allows devices fabrication utilizing only one 
semiconductor materials and one electrode material, simplifying device 
layout designs, however, the mobilities are low compared to state-of-the 
art devices. Regarding the threshold voltages, i.e. the minimum VGS that 
is needed to create a conducting path between the source and drain 
terminals, its desirable to be as close to zero as possible. A lower 
threshold voltage can lead to improved device performance, by 
providing faster switching speeds and higher on/off current ratios. This 
is desirable for applications where high-speed switching operation is 
necessary as well as precise control of current flow. 

(1Th-NDI)n and (3Th-NDI)n OFETs were also tested under VDS =

− 40 V (P-type channel), however using these testing conditions, the 
devices showed N-type character rather than ambipolar as well as very 
large values of threshold voltages. We speculate that the threshold 
voltages are likely to be even higher if the testing range exceed − 40 V 
and better estimation could be obtained. 

Output curves were obtained for both devices under the N-type 
channel and P-type channel (see SI4) show a decent saturation 
behaviour. 

4. Conclusions 

Three polymers based on NDI acting as electron-acceptor unit and 
different fused thiophenes 1Th, 2Th and 3Th acting as electron units 
were synthetized and characterized. Despite slight differences in the 
fused thiophene structure, the polymers exhibited different physico-
chemical properties. The complex relationships between the structure of 
polymers and their properties seem particularly important for polymer 
layers. For all 3 polymers, ordering was observed in the solid layer 
demonstrated by significant shifts in the UV-VIS-NIR spectra in the so-
lution and the solid state. This indicate strong interactions between 
adjacent chains in the solid layer. Especially (1Th-NDI)n showed a 
significant shift of absorption maximum from 756 nm in chloroform to 
828 nm in solid state. The ordering was confirmed by XRD measure-
ment. Also the energy gap determined electrochemically, optically, and 
by theoretical calculations shows differences depending on the used 
thiophene derivative. These differences were explained using theoretical 
calculations. DFT calculations indicate different degrees of overlap 

Table 5 
Structure properties of polymer films obtained with XRD.  

Compound d (Å) Halo (Å) FWHM (Å) 

(1Th-NDI)n 16.6 4.2 4.3 
(2Th-NDI)n 15.7 4.2 2.8 
(3Th-NDI)n 19.1 4.1 4.8  

Fig. 7. (a) OFET device structure and photo. Transfer curves obtained from devices using (1Th-NDI)n and (3Th-NDI)n as semiconductor layers using VDS of (b) +40 
V and (c) − 40 V. 

Table 6 
Merits of (1Th-NDI)n and (3Th-NDI)n OFET devices. Fitted curves are shown in 
SI1.   

VDS = +40 V  VDS = − 40 V  

OFET μsat (cm2/Vs) Vth (V) μsat (cm2/Vs) Vth (V) 
(1Th-NDI)n 6.81 × 10− 6 0.44 3.29 × 10− 5 − 40 
(3Th-NDI)n 1.18 × 10− 5 − 1.3 1.28 × 10− 5 − 48.6  
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between HOMO and LUMO orbitals for different polymer structures. In 
the case of (1Th-NDI)n, delocalization of the HOMO orbital into fused 
thiophene and NDI units is observed. Different types of Organic field 
effect transistors (OFET) based on studied polymers were fabricated. The 
results show the typical N-type nature of semiconductors based on (1Th- 
NDI)n and (3Th-NDI)n when tested under VDS = − 40 V (P-type chan-
nel). In the case of (2Th-NDI)n, a deterioration of semiconductor 
properties was observed, which can be interpreted as a significant in-
fluence of the multimodal mass distribution. 
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